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We’ve got a lot of time for a company that stands 

by its principles. Quality doesn’t come cheap; a 

moto that Apple itself has lived by for decades. 

Ferguson Hill, a small British designer loudspeaker 

specialist formed by aeronautical engineer Tim Hill 

in 2003, is a company that won universal acclaim 

for its classic £27,000 FH001 horn speaker. The 

FH007 is its scaled-down, consumer-level entry, 

originally released in 2007. It’s now been updated 

with a Bluetooth receiver for digital compatibility. 

You need to plug the receiver in, but searching for 

and pairing the FH007 with your device is simple.

Nothing else has really changed here. And that’s 

no bad thing at all. As soon as you unbox the 

FH007, the design instantly grabs your attention. 

The clear polycarbonate horn design is elegantly 

modern. It’s the sort of speaker you’d expect to 

see in a fancy London penthouse. It’s hard to 

think of such a unique design, even in such a 

saturated market. The FH007 is a delicate system 

that even ships with a pair of gloves to stop pesky 

fingerprints ruining the pristine appearance.

Ferguson Hill doesn’t just pride itself on stunning 

design; it’s primarily a high-end audio company. 

And boy does that show with the FH007. You don’t 

get crystal-clear quality straight away (the FH007 

needs a bit of warming up) but after a few listens, 

you could well be listening to the real deal in a 

recording studio. Vocal and acoustic tracks sound 

phenomenal, while house and heavy metal genres 

are sweetly boosted by the amp. 

So what’s stopping you buying one? The price 

is obviously one reason, but we can guarantee it’s 

worth every penny. You do need a lot of space for 

the FH007. It’s a five-piece system after all, and 

you should take that into consideration. Everything 

needs to be positioned correctly too. We would 

also loved to have seen AirPlay functionality. Put 

simply, it’s better than Bluetooth, but not quite a 

game-changer for us here.

Key features

Scaled down version of the FH001 • Enhanced sound output •  Universal compatibility
Learn more

www.fergusonhill.co.uk

Available from

www.fergusonhill.co.uk

A speaker, amp and sub speaker system that brilliantly manages to marry 
high-end design with high-end sound. 

FH007 Mini Speaker System
£595/$995

Verdict

Output is best described as simplicity 
at its finest – use the 3.5mm jack for 
the best audio reproduction

The FH007 can reach seriously loud 
volume without the slightest hint of 
muddled output or distortion

This new version of the FH007 comes 
with a Bluetooth receiver to satisfy the 
demands of the digital age
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